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Introduction
McKean and Singer [9] posed the problem of the existence of an analogue 
of the Poisson’s summation formula for manifolds other than flat tori. Y. 
Colin de Verdiere [3] gave an answer to it in the case of a 2-dimensional com­
pact Riemannian manifold with negative sectional curvature.
The purpose of this paper is to determine the Minakshisundaram’s expan­
sion (Theorem 3) related to the heat equation and to give an analogue of the 
Poisson’s summation formula of the fundamental solution of this equation on 
a simply-connected compact semi-simple Lie group (Theorem 2).
The author expresses his gratitude to Prof. K. Okamoto who suggested him 
to study the Poisson’s formula when he obtained Theorem 3.
1. Prelim inaries
Let (M, g) be an w-dimensional compact connected orientable Riemannian 
manifold with the fundamental tensor g , and A be the Laplace-Beltrami operator 
acting on differentiable functions of M. Consider the fundamental solution 
Z(t> m> mf) of the heat equation
0Axu(t, x)  =  — w(£, x) •
Then it satisfies the following facts:
( i )  0 <Z(t, m, w i')sC M((0, oo) x M x M )
(ii) ^ = A mZ = A m'Zot
(iii) lim \ Z(t, m, m')f(tn')dvm' =  f(m ), m e Mt-+ 0+ JM
for every continuous function f  on M  where dvm' is the volume element of (M,g). 
And also define the trace Z(t) of Z(t, m, mf) as
Z {t) =  m> mY Vm • (1.1)
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Then it is known (cf. Berger [2]) that there is an asymptotic expansion
Z (t)----------—  f \  aktkW '-o+(4n ty f i fc  h ( 1.2)
and coefficients ak s are determined as follows. Let ( / ,  ■ •■ ,yH) be the normal 
coordinate on a neighberhood V  about m ^ M .  We put gi .( y )= g ( (J L \  t
( ^ - r )  and define c0 on V  by
co(y) =  [det(ghiy))Y 1/A, (1.3)
and define c*(£>0) inductively by
c*y) =  to(y) , (1.4)J° c0(yt)
whereby, is the point with normal coordinates (ty \ • ••, ty“). Now we define a 
function «* on M  by w*(m)=c*(0). Then it is known that
Z(t, m, m) =  ^ - L _  g M* (« )t*+ 0 (^)) ( * - 0 + )  (1.5)
and also
«*=  \ uk(m)dvm . (1.6)J M
Berger [2], and Sakai [11] have calculated a0, alt a2, ay, more precisely,
«0 =  volume M, (1.7)
ai =  \ MT(m)dv’» > (1.8)
where r(m) is the mean curvature of M  at m.
2. Statem ents of the m ain  theorem
Now let M  be a simply-connected compact semi-simple Lie group and T  be 
a maximal torus in M. Let m (resp. t) be the Lie algebra of M  (resp. of T). 
Since the Killing form B  is negative definite on m xm , we define and Ad(M)- 
invariant positive definite inner product ( ,  ) on m x m  by (X , Y )——B(X, Y), 
which induces a Riemannian metric g on M  by
gm(X m, Ym) =  (X, Y ) , X , f e r n ,  (2.1)
where X m, Ym are the tangent vectors at m correspoinding to X , Y. Let A be 
the root system of the complexification mc of m with respect to t, i.e. the set of
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non-zero elements a  of the dual space t* of t such that tn£={2?€=tnc ; [Hy E] 
= \ /^ la ( H ) E  for any T fet} is not zero. We introduce a lexicographic order 
>  of A and fix it once and for all and let A+ be the set of all positive roots. 
Let n =  {a,, •••, a,} (/=dim t) be a fundamental system of A with respect to 
this order > .  We identify t with t* under the identification of X et*  with 
/ / Ae  t, where Hx is the unique element t of such that (Hx, H)=X(H) for every 
7f e  t.
For X et*  (X=t= 0), we define
X* = ( \ ,  X) x ,  H* = (X,X)-Hx
Define a lattice T in t to be the subgroup of t generated by {2tcH *\ a e A } . 
Then by the simply-connectedness of M,
r  =  2 * 2  ZH*  =  { / / e t ;  exp H  =  e} .
Put
I  =  {Xet*; (X, f l* )e Z  for every a £  A}
=  {x e t* ; (X, a ? ) e Z  (1<*^/)} •
Then 7=  {Xet*; X (r)c2 *Z } , i.e. ^ - T = 2  ZH *  is a dual lattice of 7. Put
D =  {X £i; (X, a ) ^ 0  for every a e A +}
=  {Xe7; (X, a ,)^ 0  ( l< t^ /)}  •
An element of D is called a dominant integral form on t. Define X ,et*  (1 < i < /) 
by
( \»  <#) =  &„ (1 Z i , j £ l ) .
It follows that
7 = 2  Z X ,, D =  { 2  ntiX,-; m ,e  Z , m.-^O (1 . (2.2)1=1 **1
Since an irreducible representation of M  is uniquely determined (cf. Serre [13]), 
up to equivalence, by its highest weight, there exists a bijection from D onto the 
set of equivalent classes of irreducible representations of M. For XeZ), let X* 
(resp. dx) be the trace (resp. the degree) of the irredducible representation with 
the highest weight X. Then it follows (cf. Sugiura [16]) that the eigenvalues of 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator A with respect to the metric g (2.1) is given by 
—(X+2S, X)= — | X+812+  | S | 2, X e f l  and its multiplicities are d\ and
where S= 2
AX* — —(X+2S, X)Xx , (2.3)
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Then the following theorem is immediately obtained.
Theorem  1. Let M  be a simply-connected compact semi-simple Lie group. 
Put
Z(t, m) =  2  dxe - ^ 2*'™Xx(m) , f>0 , m e M . (2.4)xe/>
Then Z(t, m) is the fundamental solution of the heat equation, that is, the above 
series is absolutely convergent and it satisfies the following conditions:
(i)  ^ z (t, xy~l) =  AxZ(t, xy~l)
(ii) lim ( Z(t, x y 'l)f{y)dy = /(* )t ->0 -f J Af
for every continuous function f  on M. Here dy is the Hoar measure of M  with 
total volume 1.
Proof. By means of the inequality | Xx(m)| we have
2  dKe-«+2SM* | Xx{m) | £  2  =  Z(t) .
The convergence of Z(t) is shown in Berger [2] (Cor. E. II. 2.). The con­
dition (i) is followed from (2.3). Peter-Weyl’s theorem leads the condition 
(ii). Q.E.D.
Remark. 1Vol(M) Z(t, xy*1) is the fundamental solution in the sense in §1.
Now consider a summation
2 * ( x + r ) < '(1/‘,)|k+,|! ( \ e t* ,  *>0) (2.5)vsr /where T  is identified with a lattice 2n 23 Z a f  in t* and 7r(X)= II (X, a), X et*.i*l
Then this is an absolutely convergent series which induces a function K(t> h) on 
T  via the identification t with t*.
Then we can state the main theorem as follows.
Theorem  2. Under the assumption of Theorem 1, we have the following 
Poisson9 s summation formula:
Z(t, h) =  C j(h)-'e^2\4nty<n^ K (t, h) (2.6)
for t> 0, Ae Tr=exp tr> where is ir the set of all regular elements in t,
j{h) =  I I  , h — exp H
and C= —? (2u)i+m( \ / — \)m. Here c is the constant defined in Lemma 5 and m
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is the number of the elements of A+
Theorem 2 will be proved in §4.
3. M inakshisundaram ’s expansion
In this section we will calculate the coefficients ak of the Minakshisunda­
ram’s expansion (1.2). The situation in §2 is preserved.
By means of the uniqueness of the fundamental solution of the heat equa­
tion, it follows that
where dvm is the volume element with respect to the Riemannian metric £ (2.1). 
So let X l9 •••, X n be an orthonormal basis in m with respect to ( , ). Consider 
the canonical coordinate (y \  • ••,<yn) of the first kind with respect to 
Then c0 (1.3) is calculated as follows.
L em m a 1. Let M r be the set of all regular elements in M. Then c0 is a 
C°° class function on M r, that is,
Proof. Let m=exp X , J e t n  where X= Ad(m 0)H> m0&M, H e t r. Then
where exp*x is the differential of the exponential mapping at X . Hence from 
Helgason [7] (p. 256),
Z{ty gmy gm') =  Z(t, m, m% gy m, m ' e M .  
Together with (1.5), we obtain uk(m)=uk(e), m ^ M . Hence
ak =  1 uk(rn)dvm =  uk(e)vol(M)J M (3.1)
c0(mm'm *) =  c0(m '), m eM , w 'e M , .
Moreover
(3.2)
1
) ’
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Let X(M ) be the algebra of all two sided-invariant differential operators 
on M  and let C^(Tr) be the set of all C°° functions invariant under the Weyl 
group W. Then for every element A geX (M )  there exists a unique element 
A eE nd(C ^(T r)) such that (A/)" =  A /  for every C°° class function /  on M r 
where J  is the restriction of /  to Tr. A is called the radial part of A.
Let {Hly •••, H 7} be an orthonormal basis of t with respect to ( , ). For/a function / o n  T , we p u t / '^ j ,  •••> */)= / ( exP ( 2  *,*#,))• Then the following*“i
theorem is due to Berezin [1].
Theorem . Let 1(f) be the algebra of all polynomial functions on t invariant 
under W. Then
( i ) For P e /( t ) ,  the operator
" ' ! ; ) • >  (33)
is the radial part of an element in X(M ). Conversely the radial part of any element 
in X (M ) is given by (3.3) for some P e /( t ) .
(ii) In particular, for the Laplace-Beltrami operator A, it follows that
(3.4)
L em m a 2. Put 7r(H)=T[a(H), t f e t .  Then
( i ) 7r is a skew function on t and each skew polynomial on t is divisible by n .
(ii) A07r=0 on t.
Proof, (i) is due to Harish-Chandra [6]. For (ii), A0x  is divisible by n 
since is skew and since (i) is valid. On the other hand, since the total degree 
of A07r is less than that of 7t, we obtain A„7r=0. Q.E.D.
Theorem  3. Under the above assumption, we have
Z(t) 0+vol(M){Antf12
Proof. For h=exp H, H e tr, we have
Hence A0(j'C0)=0. Therefore from the above theorem,
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Hence
and
A <#) =  ^ r ( ( S ,  S)+ A0)(jc0)(h) =  (8, S)c0(h)
Cl(h) =  clh) =  (8, 8)c0(h)Jo c„(exp(tH))
< m = a * )  •Jo cJexo tH ) 2
Inductively we obtain
Cj,h) =_ ( s ,  syn! c„(A).
. M *Therefore a,, =  w„(e) vol (M)= lim c„(exp f/)vol(M )=v ’ . - vol(M)
m
tr Q.E.D.
Remark. In the case of the compact semi-simple Lie group M y the Ricci 
tensor with respect to the Riemannian metric g (2.1) is given by S (X y Y )=
-i-(AT, Y) for X y Y ^ m y and the mean curvature r(e) at e is given by T(e)=
2  S(X iy Y {)= — where {X ^ l- i  is an orthonormal basis of m. Then the«=i 4
coefficient ax (1.8) is given by ax—— vol(M). On the other hand, from Theorem24
3, we get a1=  18 1 Vo1(M). Therefore we have
| SI2 =  — .24
4. Poisson’s sum m ation form ula
In this section we will prove Theorem 2. First of all, we notice the follow­
ing facts:
( i )  S = \ XH----- bA,/e£>
(ii) U ($(/)+S)—8 )c / ,  (disjoint sum)
(iii) For every fjb^Iy there exists a unique element W  such that
Ai+ 8^s(D + 8)
if a&+S is regular, i.e. tt(a8+S)4=0.
Using the Weyl’s dimension formula his trcae formula, that is,tt(S)
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XJh) =  2  ^ « ( ^ V‘UCX+8KH> (A =  exp H, i / s t r)
and the above remark, we rewrite Z(t, h) as follows:
Z(t, h) =  - ^ , - r  2  rr(i(X+S))e-^ +s'2<e'/"Tj(X+,xH'
, i*i2<
*(S)j(h) xer
2  *(*+S)e->x+* 'V - ia+8>fH)
= -^ 77T 2  7r(\)<T'x'V-1W"> ^(S^A) *e=r (4.1)
Therefore we may prove Poisson’s summation formula for the summation 
in (4.1).
Now for every rapidly decreasing function /  on t*, we define a Fourier 
transform f  (cf. Warner [18]) as follows:
it*
where the measure d/j,=dx1"-dxi ( / i = 2 * <\,.). F°r a s  A, we define a differen-i = l
tial operator 3(a) (also cf. Warner [18]) as follows:
9 (« )/W  =  [ f / ( * + * « ) L
for every differentiable function /  on t*. Put
9(tt) =  II 9 (a ).*6A +
L em m a 3. For every rapidly decreasing function f  on t*, we have
(9(* )/)~ (\) =  ( v / 3 I  )" V (\) /( \)
and
9 (^ )/( \)  =  ( - V ^ T ) > * / ) - ( X ) ,
for \ e t * .
Proof. For a s A +, using integration by parts, we have 
j t<9(a)/(M)e-v^ a  w4a =  V ^T (X , fi)
(4.2)
(4.3)
Using this repeatedly, we have the first claim. Differentiating /  under the 
integral sign and noticing the fact such that
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the second assertion is obtained. Q.E.D.
L em m a 4. Under the above assumption, we have
d(7c)e-ca/2W2 =  { -a )m7z(\)e-t*'2^ 2 (4.4)
where a is an arbitrary constant.
Proof. For « g A+,
9(a)e-(amkl2 =  - a ( \ ,  a)e~ca^ 2.
Then we may write
9(;r>rca/2),Xi2 =  ( ( - a)m7t(X)+P(\))e-<a'2)‘x>2 (4.5)
where P ( \)  is a polynomial in X whose total degree is less than that of n. On 
the other hand since (— \ / — \a ) 'md(7r)e~ca/2:>'X[2 is the Fourier transform of the 
function 7r(X)£~"/2|X|2 by Lemma 3, the left hand side of (4.5) is a skew function. 
Hence P(X) is skew since e~ca/2nX12 is invariant under W. Therefore P = 0 from 
Lemma 2. Q.E.D.
L em m a 5. For an arbitrary constant a, put A<J(X) =  ^ "(fl/2)|Xl2. Then we
have
K M  = C|Al2/2«)
where c is the following constant: Let eu •••, et be an orthonormal basis of t* with/respect to ( , ) and let dp>=dyl ••• dy, be the Euclidean measure on t*.1*1
Then there exists a unique constant c such that
d/j, =  cdp>.
iProof. For \ = 2  we have
__ _£__/»-C|A[2/2«) Q.E.D.
L em m a 6. Under the assumption of Lemma 5, we have
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(n -K r(X )  =  . (4.6)
Proof. (n-ha)~{\) =  (—a)~m(d(n)ha)~(X) (by Lemma 3)
=  (— — l)”V(X)/j<J(X) (by Lemma 4)
=  < -  v / z i r « “(“/!)^ (X K tW2/!4) (by Lemma 5).
Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem 2. Since the lattice I  is a dual lattice of — T, each2ncharacter of t*/7 is the form
X — ev~1^ ,
where y e l \
Now let
Then
${t, v, ,*) =  E  7r(T-At)e-'iT-*'V*v/^ (T-vV * ’/ - l< ^
\  2n  /  Ter
y -  i(t.v)
(4.7)
(4.8)
For H=H,Jt v e t* , the right hand side of (4.8) is identical with the summation 
in (4.1).
On the other hand, consider
d{t, v , M)e-*,c’-w =  £  (4.9)re/
which is periodic in (i mod I. Therefore
the right hand side of (4.9) =  2  cyev ' Kll’vYer
where
=  2  n { T - p ) e - " T- ^ 2e2*v - ^ - ^ e- v - ^ d uJt*// Te/
=  (by t v~'™  =  1, r e / ,  y e T )
=  ( n ^ Y  ^ e - ^ ™ 'Jf*
=  (2tt)//2c( -  V - i r ( 2 t ) - “/27r(-(2;rv+y))e-<|2* ^ i2>/« (by Lemma 6) 
=  c(v/= T r ( 2 n-)//2(2t)^"/V(2n-v+y)e-cl2' v+^ 2^ .
Therefore we have
d{t, v, ft) = (2 n )‘/2c (V Z P [)m(2 t)n/* 2  ?r(2^v+y)ever
C|«v+Y|2)/4fg«v''- ^
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Together with (4.1), we obtain for Av=exp i / v,
Z (  h  )  =
j{K)n{h){2ty* &
=  — —  2  T tiv + jy - ^ v|2)/4' , ;(Av)(4**)"/2ver 1
where C = ^ ~  l)” g(2^)//2( M ,,/2= (2^)/+'”(v/^ i r .  ^(5)2-/* tt(S) V ’
Remark. From theorem 2, we obtain
Z(t) =  lim Z(f, /tv)*verr «^
S 5 . C s ^ + ^ - ‘' - " w " )  =C
Q.E.D.
=  C r4 — r lim(4^f)’*/2 veb.^ « \y(Av) rer
Together with theorem 1 and the equality C = —~ (2 jc ),+m(y /— i)” , we have?r(S)
vol(Af) =  (2zr),+w ,
*(«)
where the constant c is calculated as follows:
c =  vol(t*//)-‘ =  v o l ( t / J - r )  =  v/det((«f, aT)W.y7/ =  2"2-1^ -  .
W 2w 7 Ilia,-I*-l
2(a,-, a y)Here Z>=det(—al7), at- («y. «y) (Cartan’s integer).
Another proof of Theorem 2. Since the right hand side of (2.6) is a W- 
invariant function in /*, it can be extended as a class function 2(t, m) in m on 
-R* x M r. Therefore we may compare both Fourier transforms on M.
From the orthogonal relation of characters, we have
( Z(t, m)Xx(m)dm =  e d\ JAf
-CX+28,\)f X e f l . (4.9)
On the other hand, from a Weyl’s integral formula for a class function, we 
obtain
1  \ J ( , ,  » > * « < * » -  - L (4.10)
where dh is the Haar measure on T  with total volume 1 and w is the order of 
W. By means of Weyl’s character formula,
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<4 ,0> = i & s r . S 8*"(I> l K{‘- * * ' - * « - ” *
~ ^ r \ r K ^ h^ ‘''-“ 'd h - <411>
/Consider the measure dji=dx1 ••• dxt (^ = 2 ^  2  xiOtf) on **> then djz induces thei = i
above measure dh on T. Therefore the integral in (4.11) is given as follows:
( 2  x (» + 'Y )e -w +'l'2vt,e-'/~UK+*"»djiJt*/rver
=  ( 7i(fi)e~QH2/,t>e~v~'<iX+*'^dp . (4.12)
Here let djx be the measure on t* defined before Lemma 3, then from the above 
Remark, we have
vol (t*II)dfjb =  vol(t/r)rf^,
and then djz= ——— d a .  Therefore (27r)V
(412) = ( d ;v (' - ;'«r<x+s)
c w ^ i n i n r ^  ]
— | A+8 [2f
Therefore (4.10) coincides with (4.9).
N agoya U niversity
Q.E.D.
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